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Abstract 

Structural modifications of aluminium oxide induced by swift heavy ion irradiation are 
investigated. (0001)-Al2O3 single crystals have been irradiated at room temperature along the 
c-direction by 92 MeV Xe23+ with fluences up to 1.2x1015 ions/cm2. High resolution and in-
plane X-Ray diffraction is mainly used to characterize samples with various sensitivities to 
the surface and to the irradiated depth. As function of fluence the mechanisms of structural 
modifications are investigated. Different evolutions of the c-parameter (parallel to ion beam) 
and the a-parameter (perpendicular to ion beam), affected by irradiation in the MeV range, are 
observed. 2D maps around (0006)-reflection indicate a clear broadening on 2Ө axis with the 
formation of new contributions which are due to tensile strain induced by irradiation. In the 
damage profile, by combining with RBS/C and TEM results, we suggest that the c-parameter 
is larger near the surface and decreases gradually with depth. In addition, the damage profile 
evidences an increase of damaged depth as function of the fluence which occurs before 
saturation linked to the formation at the surface of an amorphous layer. 
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Introduction 

 

The aluminium oxide α-Al2O3 has been studied a lot since some years as well in polycrystals 
as in single crystals and under different ion energy conditions (inelastic or elastic ranges) [1-
3]. Under swift heavy ion (SHI) irradiation, Al2O3 behavior is a bit different compared to 
other insulators as it is intermediary between an amorphizable and a non-amorphizable 
material. Above a threshold in terms of electronic stopping power (Seth ~ 10 keV/nm), Al2O3 
exhibits discontinuous tracks and amorphization after track overlap by the surface and at high 
fluence [4-6]. In polycrystals it was indeed previously reported that along the ion path, first an 
amorphous layer is observed beneath the surface, then an intermediary damaged layer, and 
finally very deep a free-defect region [6,7]. Grazing incidence X-Ray diffraction (GI-XRD) 
has shown on these pellets that the crystalline phase exhibits sensitivity to SHI by the 
formation of long range and short range strains and domain size decrease for example. 
However GI-XRD provides only average information on the diffracting grains, and in order to 
get a precise view of damage depth profile, high resolution XRD (HR-XRD) has been 
performed on Al2O3 single crystals irradiated by SHI. In contrast to previous studies using the 
XRD on single crystals by measuring only the out-of-plane reflection [8,9], the idea of the 
current paper is to show how the structural properties of sapphire are affected by measuring 
six different crystallographic directions. In this way, we aim to suggest how the damaging 
occurs along the ion path in the case of SHI by establishing a strain profile. A particular care 
is also to look at if strain relaxation will take place along the ten of micrometers of the ion 
path. 
 

Experimental 

Sapphire single crystal samples ((0001)-orientation, 500 µm thick) are irradiated with 92 
MeV Xe23+ ions at normal incidence and room temperature. Irradiation experiments are 
performed at IRRSUD beam line of the GANIL accelerator facility (Caen, France). Samples 
of dimensions 5 mm x 5 mm are irradiated homogeneously by a scanned ion beam. The 
samples are fixed on the irradiation holder by a conductive carbon tape which is an electrical 
conductor. The ion flux is kept to a low value (2-5x109 ion.cm-2.s-1 corresponding to less than 
2 W) to avoid macroscopic sample heating and the resulting effects. Using the Kinchin and 
Pease option of SRIM code [10], the ion energy losses are calculated for 92 MeV 129Xe in 
sapphire with theoretical density (4 g/cm3) and displacement energies of 20 eV for Al and 50 
eV for O. At this energy, the electronic regime is predominant on most of the ion beam path. 
At the surface the value of the electronic stopping power Se is 21 keV/nm well above the Se 
threshold for track formation. The Se value decreases along the ion path until an inversion of 
energy deposition processes, where nuclear stopping power Sn rises slightly at 7-8 µm near 
the end of the projected range (Rp=8.4±0.1 µm).  

XRD measurements are carried out with a Bruker D8 Discover equipment using a parallel 
beam geometry with a Göbel mirror for Kα copper radiation source. The diffractometer has an 



Euler cradle allowing four-circle movements where sample and detector are rotated. 2θ is the 
diffraction angle between the incident beam and the detector, ω the incident angle between x-
ray source and sample surface, chi the inclination angle (0-90°) between the crystallographic 
plane and the sample surface, and phi the azimuthal angle (0-360°) or the sample rotation on 
itself. Moreover, symmetric geometry uses 2θ = 2ω condition while asymmetric uses 2θ ≠ 2ω. 
Several reflections are recorded with different optics and geometries to study material 
behavior in many reciprocal space directions. First, triple-axis geometry using a 2-bounce Ge-
220 monochromator, an analyser crystal and a scintillation detector enables high resolution 

symmetric patterns (0006 reflection), symmetric skew patterns (1014, 1123, 2134 reflections, 

chi≠0 and chi<90°), asymmetric patterns (0118(-)) reflections with (-) meaning “grazing” 
incident beam, chi=0°) and 2D maps. 2D maps are obtained by taking a series of 2θ_ω 
patterns (± 0.5° around the reference position) at successive ω values (± 0.5° around the 
reference position). Sketches of the geometries are seen ref. [11]. These five reflections allow 
probing the irradiated material very deep even after the projected range. Table 1 displays the 
different characteristics of each reflection observed where depth values are measured taking 
90% of I/I0 intensity ratio, the material density and a mass attenuation coefficient of 31.5 
cm2/g. Also using in-plane geometry (chi=90°) with primary slits, equatorial slits (0.1°) and a  

LYNXEYE detector in 0D, (1120) reflection is recorded with an incident grazing angle of 
around 0.3° probing sample to 240±40 nm where the Se is the highest. Indeed the analysis of 
all these reflections allow to observe all damaged area, from the surface up to the projected 
range, and even deeper where the material remains virgin and non-irradiated. For the 2D map 
representations, the viewers are DxTools [12] for the reciprocal space or Bruker Diffrac 
Leptos software for the direct space. Leptos is also used to simulate the XRD patterns 
including contributions of irradiated material showing a damage profile.  

 

Results and discussion 

To get a general view of structural modifications induced in sapphire under 92 MeV Xe, 2D 
maps are recorded for four reflections at different ion fluences up to high value (1.2x1015 

ions/cm²), Fig. 1 shows these maps in the direct space. The dotted lines on the maps help to 
observe the contribution of the non-irradiated layer or virgin layer of Al2O3 samples, called 
the reference peaks. On the virgin sample and for all the reflections, fine and intense 
reflections are observed with streaks formation due to optics (monochromator and analyzer). 
It shows the high crystalline quality of the initial virgin sample. When the fluence increases 
up to 1.2x1015 ion/cm2, a broadening of the reflections is noticed. On ω axis, the broadening 
means a slight tilt of diffracting domains and a slight increase of mosaicity along the c-
direction of ± 0.02° at maximum. Additionally, a large broadening is observed on 2Ө axis 
with the formation of new contributions at relatively high intensities which are inevitably 
created by the ion irradiation. These 2Ө reflections are always extended towards low 
diffraction angles, meaning that tensile strain is induced by irradiation. Such broadening was 
already mentioned for the (0006) reflection measured with low resolution setups [8,9]. 

Otherwise the 2D maps show a lower variation of the lattice strains for the (1014), (1123) and 



(2134) reflections. Moreover next to these large intensities, diffuse signal or scattering 
appears at higher angles for high fluences, which means compressive disorder and amorphous 
area formation. Thus high resolution symmetric measurements are performed in the center of 
each reflection (ie large intensities) to analyze the behaviour under irradiation with more 
accuracy.  

Fig. 2 shows HR patterns for the (0006) reflection for several fluences. At higher angles 
(around 41.66°), fine reference peaks are clearly observed whatever the level of damage 
which is consistent with the X-ray absorption in Al2O3 and the depth probed by X-rays 
(32.5±0.5 µm) well above the Rp (8.4±0.1 µm) implying a huge ratio of non-irradiated matter. 
In addition, Fig. 2 reveals with a good resolution the aforementioned contributions close to 
reference peaks shifting towards low 2θ angles as function of the fluence. Furthermore, the 
HR patterns highlight that the peak corresponding to the maximum tensile strain (at the lowest 
angle on each pattern) shifts to lower angle or higher strain at each step of the fluence 
increase. This gap between the reference peak and the peak of maximum strain increases up to 
a full strain value (0.86±0.10% at 2x1014 ion/cm2) and thereafter decreases or seems to relax 
at the highest fluence (1.2x1015 ion/cm2). Thus, strain according to the c-parameter and 
parallel to the ion beam increases with fluence and corresponds to lattice expansion in this 
direction. The evolution of the maximum strain as function of fluence has been fitted by a 
Poisson law using a sigmoidal function to extract the cross section of the damaged cylinder 
and the kinetics of the damaging. A single impact kinetics better fits the strain evolution 
(R²=0.98) for an ion track radius of around 2.4±0.8 nm, whose track radius is consistent with 
those of amorphization requiring the overlap of at least two tracks [6]. As the amorphization 
process requires inelastic energy losses above a threshold, the strain formation is also at least 
partially linked to the electronic process. In addition, as several contributions are observed 
between the reference and maximum peaks, we consider that a gradient of strain is formed 
during irradiation and the number of contributions increases as function of the fluence. 
Oscillations are also noticed at 1.2x1015 ions/cm2 meaning interferences due to different 
diffracting layers certainly in terms of disorder or density, which are not further detailed.  

In order to observe if the crystallographic direction perpendicular to ion beam is affected, two 

others reflections are measured: one in asymmetric configuration the (0118(-)) reflection and 

one in in-plane configuration the (1120) reflection. Both are benefiting of grazing incidence 
of the X-Ray beam allowing sensitivity to the full irradiated layer with 24±1 µm probed for 

(0118(-)) and sensitivity to irradiated surface layer 240±40 nm for the in-plane (1120). Fig. 3 

shows 2D maps of the (0118(-)) reflection for the virgin and the 1.2x1015 ions/cm2 samples, 
where Qz value is directly linked for this reflection to c-parameter through the formula 
Qz=8*2π/c whereas Qx axis is linked to a-parameter with the formula Qx=4π/(a√3). Fine and 
intense reflection can be observed on the virgin sample with streaks coming from optics. 
When the fluence increases, several phenomena are noticed: formation of diffuse scattering 
and on the intense peaks broadening along Qz axis and almost no change on Qx axis (neither 
width nor position). Moreover, the 2D map at 1.2x1015 ions/cm2 shows the same evolution 
than previously observed: an intense reference peak (with same value of Qx and Qz than the 
virgin sample), and a strain gradient which extends to a much lower value of Qz (ie around 



Qz=3.84 or c=13.089 Å) corresponding to the maximum of strain. Even at this high fluence, 
the 2D map does not evidence besides the diffuse signal any variations of the intense peaks on 
Qx axis apart from a very small broadening. This highlights that there is almost no parameter 
variation along the a-axis whereas ion beam effect is well observed along c-axis, at least in 

the material depth probed during the (0118(-)) measurement. In order to be sensitive to the 

irradiated layer in surface where mainly inelastic energy is deposited, the (1120) in-plane 
reflection is measured as function of the irradiation fluence. The evolution of patterns on 2Ө 
axis is not represented as very few modifications of the peak are observed. However, the Fig. 

4 illustrates the strain εa=ai-a0/a0 of the a-parameter extracted from the (1120) position. The 
uncertainty bars reveal the low resolution of this geometry on the contrary to all previous 
measurements. Very slight fluctuation around the virgin value is observed even up to high 
fluence. The highest fluences of 2x1014 and 1.2x1015 ions/cm2 are not represented because the 
reflections were not measurable, which is consistent with the amorphization from the surface 
(amorphous depths measured by TEM about 500 nm and 3200 nm respectively). Regarding 
the intense peaks corresponding to the crystalline α-Al2O3 phase, we then conclude that no 
evolution of the in-plane lattice parameter is observed in the perpendicular direction to the ion 
beam. Thus (0001)-Al2O3 single crystals irradiated with SHI (92 MeV Xe) exhibit whatever 
the location along the 8.4±0.1 µm of ion path only tensile strain parallel to ion beam. Due to 
the effect of substrate inducing biaxial stress [13], where the substrate in our case is the non-
irradiated material present beyond the Rp, no variation of the lattice parameter is observed in 
the orthogonal direction. Even if substrate effect was already reported for irradiated crystals at 
low ion energy [14,15], this result at high ion energy was not obvious as a relaxation of 
biaxial stress could have taken place along the ten micrometers of Rp, which is not the case.  

From now, the purpose is to establish a depth profile of disorder induced in sapphire as 
function of the fluence. Simulations of diffraction patterns are done for irradiated sapphire 
containing signals from the non-irradiated layer, the maximum strain layer and all 
contributions of layers with intermediate strains, whose value and thickness vary with ion 
fluence. Hypotheses on layer location are done to simulate the depth profile as for a layer of 
given strain and thickness the position of the layer in depth could be slightly exchanged with 
another layer without significant change of X-Ray pattern. The location of the non-irradiated 
layer is obviously beyond the projected range. Considering the location of the maximum 
strain, at the surface or buried deep, we have previously concluded that the strain formation is 
partially linked to inelastic energy losses which are maximum at the entrance in the material 
and decrease continuously along the ion path. Indeed, the literature about Al2O3 single-
crystals reports studies done with RBS-C experiments on sapphire irradiated in similar 
conditions and for which the level of damage increases with fluence and from the surface 
[8,16]. It is also reported through TEM observations that the amorphous layer, induced by Se 
deposition, grows by the surface at high fluence with a maximum of damage at its border 
amorphous/crystalline [6,7,9]. We thus consider that the strain gradient exhibits a maximum 
level in the layer near the surface, the strain level decreases gradually through a certain 
number of layer contributions along the ion path down to a level strain free, ie the non-
irradiated layer. Using such a stacking of layers with various levels of strain, for the sample 
irradiated at 2x1013 ions/cm2 the (0006) pattern is simulated (insert of Fig. 5) using Leptos 



and compared to the experimental curve. A good agreement is observed between the two 
curves. In the simulation several layers are used by adjusting for each of them thickness and 
c-parameter as detailed Fig. 5 as function of depth. Such simulation is performed for the 
different fluences. The layer number required for the better adjustment of the simulation 
increases as function of fluence. The simulations evidence that the c-parameter of the 
maximum strain layer, located at the surface or at the border amorphous/crystalline, increases 
as function of the fluence up to a full value about 13.107±0.005 Å at 2x1014 ions/cm2. The 
maximum c-parameter for 1.2x1015 ions/cm2 is lower than for 2x1013 and 2x1014 ions/cm2 due 
to the amorphization at the surface (where we supposed to be located the full strain), 
saturation of defects and material relaxation. The shift from the surface (depth=0) corresponds 
to the amorphous layer whose thickness grows with fluence, where no lattice parameter can 
be extracted. The Fig. 5 also evidences the progressive decrease of the tensile strain level as 
function of the depth along the ion path. By summing all the layer thicknesses (amorphous 
and strained), the damaged depth increases with fluence from around 1600 nm for 5x1012 
ions/cm2 up to 8450 nm for 1.2x1015 ions/cm2 which is in the order of the projected range. 
This means that the tensile strain or unit-cell swelling induced along the ion path is not only 
due to electronic stopping power but also nuclear process as modification of lattice parameter 
is noticed all along the projected range, even if the maximum strain is located where the Se is 
dominant and Sn low. Swelling in alumina is already reported to be induced by Sn or Se or Sn 
and Se as in polycrystals where both energy losses contribute to unit-cell swelling [6,17-19]. 
These results highlight that the evolution of Al2O3 behaviour as function of ion fluence is 
complex. This is not just a damage accumulation induced by latent tracks as soon as we are 
above a threshold, but the maximum strain grows with fluence increase, the damaged depth 
increases as well, and amorphization takes place by the surface. Such depth profiles of 
structural properties bring in this way new inputs to the understanding of Al2O3 under SHI. 

 

Conclusions 

In this work, sapphire single crystals have been irradiated with 92 MeV Xe23+ ions at different 
fluences at the GANIL facility. HR and in-plane X-Ray diffraction experiments were 
performed to analyze the behaviour of α-Al2O3 under ion irradiation. Two signals have been 
measured: one diffuse observed at high fluence attributed to the radiation induced amorphous 
phase and one intense for the crystalline phase showing with ion fluence a progressive 
damaging described in the current study. A tensile strain is measured in the out-of-plane 
direction, parallel to the ion beam, whereas almost no variations are measured in the 
orthogonal direction to the ion beam. This highlights the significant effect of the non-
irradiated layer, present deeper than the projected range, and still inducing a compressive 
biaxial stress along the ten of micrometers of ion path. To suggest a damage depth profile, 
hypotheses using data of RBS-C and TEM have been done to help simulation of X-Ray 
patterns considering that the layer of maximum strain is located at the amorphous/crystalline 
border. The profile emphasizes that the maximum strain grows with fluence increase, the 
damaged depth increases as well, while amorphization takes place by the surface and grows 
with fluence. It has been discussed that both electronic and nuclear contributions are required 



for such strain evolution. The characterization method carried out in the current study can be 
applied in the future to others crystalline systems to get comprehensive overview on structural 
properties evolution under swift heavy ion irradiation. 
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Figure captions 

 

Fig. 1: 2D maps for four reflections of sapphire irradiated with 92 MeV Xe. 2θ axis is from left to 
right, ω axis from bottom to top, the same scale is used on all the maps.  

 

Fig. 2: HR-XRD patterns for the (0006) reflection as function of the ion fluences (in Xe/cm²). Patterns 
are shifted manually and arbitrarily for a better visibility. 

 

Fig. 3: Reciprocal space maps of the reflection (0118(-)) as function of 92 MeV Xe fluence.  

 

Fig. 4: Strain of a-parameter as function of 92 MeV Xe fluence. 

 

Fig. 5: c-parameter evolution as function of the depth and ion fluence (Xe/cm²). The shift from the 
surface (depth=0) corresponds to the amorphous layer whose thickness grows with fluence, where no 
lattice parameter can be extracted. Insert: HR-XRD and simulated patterns for the (0006) reflection at 
2x1013 ion/cm². The black line is the experimental HR pattern and the red line is the simulation. 

 

Table 

Table 1: Characteristics of measured reflections: Bragg angle (2θ), chi inclination angle and the 
corresponding probed depth. 

 
















